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frustrated with AVID Media Composer's interface (especially when compared to Nuendo), so I wanted
to try Nuendo, and was pleasantly surprised. I like some of the features of the program, like audio
magnification and mastering, the data display in the audio and the engineering views, but couldn't
stand the workflow. In AVID Media Composer, the desktop becomes a giant tabular view so that you
have a good look at the audio and metadata. In Nuendo, the audio and data views are much smaller.

I think I like it, but there are a couple of things about it that are annoying: First, the layout of the
tracks in any given session is based on the order in which you added tracks. If you have a long
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session, or lots of tracks, the order isn't very intuitive. I've found that it's much more intuitive if you
switch the layout around to order it according to how you have your sessions set up. Second, there's
no real way to organize your tracks into folders, other than manually. I find this especially annoying

because I have dozens, maybe even hundreds of tracks in a project, so it would be nice to have them
easily organized and easily accessible. So, after giving it a fair shot, I installed Nuendo again and set
it up for a new project. I'm very happy with it this time around. It's a snazzy desktop, but the layout
of the tracks is intuitive. It definitely feels like a Mac program, but it's still Windows-looking. After
setting up the audio and data views the way I like them, I spend a lot of time just in the Mastering

section. I find it more intuitive than it was in AVID Media Composer. The window has a large preview
of the audio, which can be magnified to see the individual parts of an audio track. There's a

spectrum analyzer, a noise meter, a scratch meter, a CD tray, a graph of signal and noise, a tool that
allows you to adjust or limit a frequency band, and even a zoom tool to fine-tune the master level for

each track. It's got a lot to offer. One of the things that I like is that if I 6d1f23a050
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